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Topics

- CG-stroke detection

- small CG strokes other than classical RS

- 1st strokes, currents and stroke order

- Relative location accuracy of LINET systems

- 1-channel CG stroke clusters

- statistical errors of 2D-locating

- 10-year performance

- Stroke-to-Flash may be advanced to Stroke-to-Cluster

- 3D Cloud lightning and (VLF/LF) IC-strokes

- occurrence at the beginning of flashes, VHF comparison

- significance for severe weather recognition
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LINET CG Detection

CG stroke (typical) –48 kA

LINET detects very weak CG strokes, not reported by other 
networks, that clearly connect to ground in an independent 
channnel and do not exhibit the characteristics of a return 
stroke (RS; see following field records). This type of stroke has 
been frequently recorded and by both LINET and high-speed 
video, and raises the question of CG stroke definition.

subsequent CG stroke after 1.5 ms

-5 kA

contacts ground in 2,8 km distance from 1st RS

‘untypical‘ CG stroke                                   
termed ‘UI‘ (upward illumination) 
by Stolzenburg et al. 2013
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LINET CG and 3D IC Detection

E-field records of a CG flash (blue, green). A typical 2nd return stroke is followed by an untypical CG stroke
(UI). Video frames exist for the full flash (Stolzenburg et al. 2012). Red dots signify LINET records either at 
ground (CG) or at a certain emission altitude (IC). Only LINET located the UI.
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Non-Classical CG Strokes

E-field records of a CG flash (blue, green). A typical 1st return stroke is followed by an untypical CG stroke (UI).
Video frames exist for the full flash (Stolzenburg et al. 2012). Red dots signify LINET records at ground 

(CG). Amomg many local networks only LINET located the UI.
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Non-Classical CG Strokes

E-field records of a CG flash (blue, green) in Florida near Cape Canaveral. A typical 3rd return stroke is followed 
by an untypical CG stroke (UI). Video frames exist for the full flash (Stolzenburg et al. 2012). Red dots signify
LINET records at ground (CG). Only LINET located the UI.
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The 1st stroke is the strongest one in about
50% of the flashes

The average current of 1st strokes is not 
markedly larger than the one of subsequent 
strokes

Note: RS speed may differ for 1st and 
subsequent return strokes; the true current of 
1st RS may be higher than reported

CG Currents and Stroke Order
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Stroke Cluster of Flashes

(relevant for Ng of norm IEC EN 62858)Flash with 3 clusters and 1 isolated stroke
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Inter-Stroke Distance in Clusters 

Distribution of distances between strokes within a cluster and the cluster center, bin
size 10 m. The most probable distance is below 50 m, the median is around 65 m. 
Since strokes within a cluster are assumed to have exactly the same ground contact, 
this value signifies the relative location accuracy of LINET.

LINET reported in 10 years somee 10 mio. flashes all over Europe; 2 mio. flashes with
>= 3 strokes; 80,000 clusters with >= 3 strokes
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Inter-Stroke Distance in Clusters

The distribution of distances between strokes and cluster center shows a most 
probable average value of ~65 m, corresponding to ~0.2 µs residual time errors.

This unparalleled relative location accuracy has been achieved since 2006, the 
starting year of LINET Europe. 

The absolute location accuracy depends on systematic errors. Strikes into 
towers of known position can be exploited for corrections.

The high accuracy of LINET persists for 10 years and results from many 
interconnected measures, mainly:

- antenna design
- sensor signal processing (hardware)
- sensor signal analysis (software)
- central processing algorithm

LINET Europe:  Yearly Statistics
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Correction of Systematic Location Errors

Stroke clusters at towers:

More than 100 towers are 
exploited for reduction of 
systematic errors
Example: Thueringer Wald, 
Germany

(note: some „outliers“ may not be 
tower strikes)

initial locations show an average 
deviation of ~180 m

after correction of systematic errors 
the average deviation is reduced to 
~60 m
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12

LINET Colombia

2012-2013 (10 sensors in the northern area)

Highest densities are observed in the NE and in  
the Maracaibo/Catatumbo area: maximum are

� GFD:

92 CG flashes/km2year                     
(all CG counted)

58 CG flashes/km2year                    
(CG > +/-10 kA)

� Clear dependence of the lightning 
incidence on the topography of the 
country; mountains are discernible

Ground Flash Density in Colombia 
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LINET IC Detection

LINET VLF/LF emission points and VHF radio sources: height as a 
function of time (source data from NASA, cape Canaveral)
all LINET IC strokes are well inside the VHF channels
first LINET IC strokes are not preceeded by VHF signals

>> channel created by undetected positive leaders? 
>> channel created by Run-Away-Electrons or streamers?

(Florida campaign 2010; Marshall, Stolzenburg et al. 2010)
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LINET IC Detection / Comparison with VHF

Statistical analysis of IC-stroke 
occurrence within a flash

Comparison with leader steps

LINET IC strokes occur with enhanced 
probability at the beginning of a flash, and 
to smaller extent at the very end of a flash

VHF leader step recording shows a steady 
decrease of occurrence during flash time
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IC Rate and Altitude indicate Severe Weather
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3D enables 
Recognition of severe 
weather

Stroke rate of CG 
(green) and IC (blue)

as a function of time

Lightning jump in both 
time and altitude

IC rate in three different 
altitude ranges

as a function of time

Rate and Altitude of IC Strokes
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IC Rate and Altitude indicate Severe Weather

Time-evolution of IC strokes in different altitudes during a severe thunderstorm with
hail. Color signifies the IC rate. At 15:10 a very severe hail-cell develops in 13 km.
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END

Thank you for your Attention!


